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MISSION

Our world is in a crisis of truth. Few people
understand how to quickly and reliably discern
what is true in real-world situations and issues.
Without methodical, real-world critical thinking
and discernment skills, people will be easily
manipulated by fake news, group think, and
other people’s agendas, and end up living a lie
believing they are advancing the truth.
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GENERAL TOPICS

CRISIS OF TRUTH
Most Americans believe truth is determined by individuals
and groups—that nothing is true for everyone.
The vast majority of American Christians think the same
way.
The growth of the Church and its influence on culture is a
direct consequence of the crisis of truth.
People can’t grasp why others declare good as evil and call
evil as good.
Few understand what creates this truth and moral relativism
in our culture.

WORLDVIEW IS THE PROBLEM NOT
THE SOLUTION

Universities, then traditional media, social media, and finally,
the culture narrative
Reasonable ideas from the right are suppressed
This unbalanced morality is a danger to our republic

AssumptionsInstitute.com

scheduling@assumptionsinstitute.com
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WRITINGS

Transparent: How to See Through the

Powerful Assumptions That Control You

EDUCATION

BA Interdisciplinary Studies,

University of Portland

MA Theological Studies, International

School of Theology

MTh Applied Theology, University of

Oxford
(MORE TOPICS ON BACK)



Generally, 65% of young adults who grew up in Christian homes, churches, and ministries leave the faith every
year.
This persistent trend has catastrophic consequences for the Church and the culture.
Most Christian parents we surveyed want their children to remain Christ-followers into their young adult lives,
but few are confident this will actually happen.
Most Christian parents do not understand why the various means to instill their faith in their children, including
Christian school, home school, youth groups, retreats and conferences, and home Bible studies are actually
ineffective.
Assumptions-based discernment training can help achieve the goal most Christian parents desire.

GENERALLY, 65% OF YOUNG ADULTS WHO GREW UP IN CHRISTIAN
HOMES, CHURCHES, AND MINISTRIES LEAVE THE FAITH EVERY YEAR.

The assumptions that drive contemporary issues like inequality, diversity, equity, inclusion, race, gender, and
more—and where they came from.

IT’S NOT REAL!

Why this may be the most pressing issue the church is completely unaware of.

TRANSHUMANISM

THE YOUTH EXODUS

THE PROGRESSIVE MIND

The assumptions that drive progressive ideology and creates intractable cultural and political division.
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